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Abstract. The double-peak structure observed in soft-hard dihadron correlations was
recently studied intensively in order to learn more about the jet-induced medium exci-
tation in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Experimental data shows that the double-
peak structure obtained for soft trigger particles coalesces into one peak for harder trigger
particles. We demonstrate that this effect occurs when averaging over many jet events
in a transversally expanding background, while a hot spot scenario always leads to two
distinct peaks. This suggests to study soft-hard correlations induced by heavy-flavor jets
with those generated by light-flavor jets at RHIC and LHC in order to really disentangle
medium effects from jets.
The hot and dense medium created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions [1,2,3,4,5,6], which is
most likely the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), can be probed with the help of jets. It is assumed that those
jets are created in the early stages of the collisions and interact with the expanding system. At RHIC
it was found that the medium behaves as a nearly perfect fluid [9] and that it is opaque to jets [7], like
at the LHC [8]. This raises the possibility of studying medium properties using the correlations of soft
and hard particles.
The interest in the experimental multi-particle correlations [10,11,12,13] is based on the double-
peak structure found at angles opposite to the trigger jet, which has been suggested as a signal for the
creation of Mach cones [14,15].
In a fluid with low viscosity, Mach cones are generated by the interference of sound waves resulting
from the energy deposited by a supersonic jet. They should lead to an excess of low-pT hadrons which
are emitted at an angle π − φM with respect to the trigger jet. The Mach-cone angle φM is given by
Mach’s law, cosφM = cs/vjet, providing a possibility to extract the speed of sound cs.
Experimental multi-particle correlations were studied intensively. It was shown that the position
of the away-side peaks does not change with passocT (excluding Cherenkov gluon radiation as a source
for the double-peak structure), but strongly depends on ptrigT . While a clear double-peak structure is
seen for smaller ptrigT (3 < ptrigT < 4 GeV), this structure coalesces into one peak for larger ptrigT
(6 < ptrigT < 10 GeV) [16,17].
Recently, however, it has been shown [18] that the experimentally observed two-peak structure for
small ptrigT and passocT can also be obtained in two-particle correlations without considering jets, but
hot spots which occur due to the fluctuation of initial conditions. The flow created by the hot spot
will interfere with the flow of the expanding medium, forming a conical structure and resulting in two
peaks on the away-side.
Moreover, it was suggested in Ref. [19] that the triangular flow (v3) could also lead to the away-
side features observed in experimental data. This effect was studied in detail, both experimentally [20]
and theoretically [21,22]. Unfortunately, it seems to yet remain inconclusive if the conical structure
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will still be present after the subtraction of the triangular flow. This question can only be resolved after
an experimentally extracted v3 component is subtratced from the measured data.
In the following, however, we will demonstrate an effect that might lead, for very central events,
to a weakening of the double-peak structure at larger ptrigT , considering jets traversing through the
medium. It will clearly differ from a hot spot event (as presented below) and is closely connected to
the path lengh dependence of a jet [23,24].
Previous calculations [25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34] have shown that the formation of a conical
structure on the away-side of soft-hard correlations can be very sensitive to the underlying assumptions
about the jet-medium interaction [35]. While in case of a static medium a diffusion wake moving in
the opposite trigger-jet direction may overwhelm any signal from the Mach cone leading to a single
peak on the away-side [25,31,32,33,34], the strong longitudinal and transverse expansion of the QGP
can distort the Mach-cone signal [27,36,37]. This diffusion wake is universal to strongly and weakly-
coupled energy loss [31].
Assuming that the energy lost by the jet thermalizes quickly [10], we solve the conservation equa-
tions
∂µT µν = S ν , (1)
of the energy-momentum tensor T µν = (e + p)uµuν − p gµν, where uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid,
using the (3 + 1)-dimensional hydrodynamic SHASTA algorithm [38] for an ideal gas EoS (p = e/3)
of massless S U(3) gluons. S ν denotes the energy and momentum deposited by a jet. We choose the
following ansatz
S ν(x) =
τ f∫
τi
dτdM
ν
dτ
uα jα
u0,β jβ0
δ(4)
[
x − xjet(τ)
]
, (2)
with the proper-time interval of the jet evolution τ f − τi, the (constant) energy and momentum loss
rate dMν/dτ = (dE/dτ, dM/dτ), and the location of the jet xjet. Here, jα is the four-current of color
charges and uβ0, jβ0 are the initial four-velocity and four-current of color charges at the center of the
system, respectively. Thus, the factor uα jα/(u0,β jβ0) takes into account that the medium expands and
cools, reducing the energy-momentum loss rate. In non-covariant notation, Eq. (2) reads
S ν(t, x) = 1
(√2πσ)3
exp
{
− [x − xjet(t)]
2
2σ2
} (
dE
dt ,
dM
dt , 0, 0
) [
T (t, x)
Tmax
]3
. (3)
In the following, σ = 0.3 fm.
We investigate an expanding medium with an initial transverse energy density profile given by
the Glauber model for a maximum temperature of either T = 200 MeV (Au+Au) or T = 176 MeV
(Cu+Cu). Note that the exact value of the initial temperature does not play an important role for the
analysis since we are considering an ideal gas EoS. In the longitudinal direction, the system is assumed
to be a cylinder, elongated over the whole grid. With this assumption, we minimize the effect of
longitudinal flow. A temperature cut of Tcut = 130 MeV is applied to ensure that no energy-momentum
deposition takes place outside the medium. Since it was shown in Ref. [34] that jet deceleration does
not lead to significant changes in the particle correlations after freezeout, we consider that the jets
move at a constant velocity through the expanding medium.
However, we assume that each parton moving through the QGP will eventually be completely
thermalized after the deposition of all its initial energy. This is an important difference to the ansatz
chosen in Ref. [26] where the jet was energetic enough to punch through the medium.
Here we consider the jet to be generated by a 5 GeV or 11.4 GeV parton which corresponds to a
trigger-pT of 3.5 GeV and 8 GeV, respectively, assuming that, after fragmentation, the leading hadron
carries ∼ 70% of the parton’s energy.
Since experiment can trigger on the jet direction, but not on the location where the jet was formed,
one has to consider different jet trajectories pointing along the same direction but originating from
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Fig. 1. The two-particle correlation function (solid black line) for a ptrigT = 3.5 GeV (left panel) [37] and for a
ptrigT = 8 GeV (right panel), assuming that the associated particle is passocT = 2 GeV. The long-dashed blue and
short-dashed magenta lines in the upper panels represent the averaged contribution from jets traversing only the
upper or the lower half of the medium, respectively. The unaveraged two-particle correlation function is shown in
the lower panels from four representatively chosen different jet trajectories in the upper half of the medium.
different points in the transverse plane [39]. We parametrize these trajectories as
x = r cos φ y = r sin φ , (4)
where r = 5 fm is chosen to account for surface bias and consider different values for the azimuthal
jet angle with respect to the trigger axis (which is chosen to be the negative x-axis). Here we denote
all jets travelling at φ = 90, . . . , 165 degrees (with a ∆φ = 15 degrees) as jets propagating through the
upper half of the medium and jets between φ = 195, . . . , 270 degrees as those going through the lower
half of the medium.
After the hydrodynamic evolution, the fluid is converted into particles using the Cooper-Frye (CF)
prescription [40] at a constant time (isochronous freeze-out) which leads to the single-inclusive particle
spectrum dN/(pT dpT dydφ).
One major difference between the experimental situation and the hydrodynamical calculation pro-
posed above is that the trajectory of the jet is not known in the first case. Thus, one has to measure the
azimuthal correlation between hard particles produced by the trigger jet and soft particles produced
by the associated jet. We mimic the hard-soft correlation function by convoluting the single-inclusive
particle spectrum (which only considers the away-side particles) with a function representing the near-
side jet,
f (φ) = 1√
2π∆φ2
exp
(
− φ
2
2∆φ2
)
, (5)
(∆φ = 0.4), resulting in a two-particle correlation function
C2(φ) = A f (φ) +
2π∫
0
dφ⋆ dN
pT dpT dyd(φ − φ⋆) f (φ
⋆) , (6)
where (A, ∆φ) are chosen to simulate the near-side correlation. This function is then event-averaged
(indicated by 〈·〉), background-subtracted, and normalized, leading to the averaged two-particle corre-
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Fig. 2. The two-particle correlation function, Eq. (7), for light jets travelling at v = 0.999 in central Cu+Cu colli-
sions (long-dashed green line) as well as central Au+Au collisions (short-dashed black line), and b-jet propagating
at v = 0.75 (dash-dotted blue line) and v = 0.57 (solid red line) for a passocT = 2 GeV. For the supersonic jets,
the arrows indicate the emission angles obtained by Mach’s law. In case of the Cu+Cu, the double-peak structure
only appears for larger passocT due to thermal smearing [37].
lation function
〈CF(φ)〉 = N
[
〈C2(φ)〉 − dNbackpT dpT dydφ
]
, (7)
where dNback/(pT dpT dydφ) is the single-inclusive particle spectrum for an event without jets and
N−1 = dNback/(pT dpT dy).
Figure 1 shows the two-particle correlation function for a ptrigT = 3.5 GeV (left) and a ptrigT =
8.0 GeV (right) assuming a passocT = 2 GeV. The jets are considered to propagate with v = 0.999,
depositing energy and momentum into the medium according to Eq. (3) with dE/dt = 1 GeV/fm and
dM/dt = 1/v dE/dt. In both cases we observe a double-peak structure resembling a Mach-cone signal,
but the peak-to-valley ratio is much larger for the larger ptrigT . The cone-like signal is a consequence
of the different contributions of the jet trajectories that are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 1. Those
jets traversing the upper half of the medium add up to a peak at an angle smaller than 180 degrees
(long-dashed blue lines in the upper panels of Fig. 1), while the contributions from the jets traversing
the lower half of the medium (short-dashed magenta lines in the upper panels of Fig. 1) lead to a
peak at an angle larger than 180 degrees. The gap between those two peaks depends on how much the
transversally expanding medium deflects the matter in the disturbances caused by the jet as well as on
passocT .
For a larger ptrigT the jet traversing the middle of the medium (red line in the lower right panel of Fig.
1) may reach that part of the medium where the background flow of the expanding system is parallel
to the flow created by the diffusion wake [37,41], enhancing its impact and causing a contribution
opposite to the trigger jet which fills up the double-peak structure. This effect might be seen in the data
[16,17], leading to a two-peak structure for small ptrigT and just one broad away-side peak for large
ptrigT .
Thus, the conical shape results from the averaging over many different jet events in an expanding
medium [37]. It even appears for subsonic jets (see Fig. 2) which demonstrates that the effect cannot be
due to a true Mach cone or used to conclusively distinguish between different jet deposition scenarios
[37].
As discussed above, the two peak structure on the away side of azimuthal correlations for small
ptrigT and p
assoc
T can also be obtained due to the evolution of a hot spot [18]. However, the relevant
question is if such a double-peak structure also coalesces into one peak for larger ptrigT .
To check this, we basically replaced a jet in the above setup of most central collisions by a hot
spot, choosing different ∆e/e0. Please note that the actual position of the hot spot is irrelevant in this
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Fig. 3. Two-particle correlation function from a hot spot event (dashed blue lines) and averaged jet events (black
solid lines), assuming a passocT = 2.0 GeV and ptrigT = 3.5 GeV (left panel) as well as ptrigT = 8.0 GeV (right panel).
case and it is also not necessary to average over many events since there is no trigger jet axis and thus
all events can be converted into each other due to rotational symmetry.
Fig. 3 shows the two-particle correlation function for such a hot spot event (blue dashed lines)
assuming a passocT = 2.0 GeV and a p
trig
T = 3.5 GeV (left panel) as well as a ptrigT = 8.0 GeV (right
panel), obtained according to
1
N
dN
d∆φ =
1
N
∫ dN
dφ
dN
d(∆φ − φ)dφ (8)
and compared with the averaged jet events from Fig. 1 (black solid line). Here we chose ∆e/e0 = 6,
other ratios give similar results.
As can be seen, the double-peak structure is more pronounced in case of a hot spot and gets even
stronger for larger ptrigT , in contrast to the averaged jet events where the two peak structure starts to
coalesce into one peak for larger ptrigT like seen in the data.
However, it seems rather unlikely that a hot spot creates particles with very large pT . But for small
ptrigT [16,17] a superposition of fluctuating events (hot spots) and jets might probably lead to a rather
clean double-peak structure. This should also be seen at the LHC.
It is important to note in this context that the effect of triangular flow and hot spots are very closely
linked to each other and might actually not be disentangled. Each hot spot (and thus fluctuating initial
conditions) will lead to a nonzero triangular flow.
In conclusion, we have shown that a double-peak structure on the away side of soft-hard corre-
lations obtained via averaging over different jet events in which the particles are emitted from the
deflected wakes created by jets [37] coalesces into one peak for larger ptrigT as seen in experimental
data [16,17], in contrast to the the two-peak structure obtained from hot spots. Since such a distinction
is not possible experimentally, it is necessary to study soft-hard correlations induced by heavy-flavor
tagged jets [42] with those induced by light-flavor jets at RHIC and LHC in order to disentangle the
medium effects (hot spots) from jets and to test if a conical correlation occurs even for subsonic “jets”
[37].
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